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ABSTRACT

Purpose: This is a conceptual paper to review the antecedents and the outcomes of boredom among employees through a non-systematic existing literature of review.

Design: This paper is divided into two parts. The first part is about the antecedents (causes) of boredom that occurs at workplace. While the second part elaborates on the outcomes (consequences) of boredom that persist for a period of time at workplace. The reviews were done based on several literatures from 12 studies published over a period of 15 years (2000-2015) that were carried out at different countries on boredom.

Findings: Firstly, the author categorized the antecedents (causes) of boredom into three major precursor events namely task that lack of meaning, non-challenging task and individual perception which were supported with literatures. Each antecedent events play a significant role in arousing boredom at workplace that distract employees from performing. Secondly, empirical evidences from past researches have shown that job boredom is highly correlated with negative outcomes (consequences) such as health, performances and etc. In addition, it was noted that job boredom was largely investigated in western countries but not in eastern countries especially Malaysia. Even though it has been neglected, boredom remains as emotion at workplace that exists persistently in every occupations. It had been proven that boredom brought severe implications towards employees and organization. Researchers agreed that boredom shall receive more attention through researches and findings discussion. It enables proper intervention such as job enrichment and job redesign to be implemented to minimize boredom at workplace and thus worth to be further investigated.

Type of paper: Conceptual Paper

INTRODUCTION

Boredom exist be it conscious or unconscious which remains in work despite the advancement of technology and changes in organization of work. Boredom at work is unavoidable and it is widespread. At any given time, employees do experiencing boredom at any occupational level (Kiechell, 1984; Fisher, 1993). Although from the past research there is a growing of recognition of boredom at work, the study about this field remains neglected today as emphasized by Fisher (1993) over a decade ago. Moreover, knowing the fact that boredom lead to a huge monetary loss and yet studies of boredom at workplace is still
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